
 

Audition FAQs 

Why should I consider auditioning?  

Auditions are a wonderful way to gain self-confidence and experience in performing in front of people. Plus, there are 
plenty of roles requiring a variety of people and skills! 

Does everyone have to audition just to be in the production? 
Everyone is encouraged to participate in auditions for the experience. In trying, you may be considered for a role that you 
might otherwise have dismissed as beyond your ability. Auditions, however, are only required for those seeking a special 
speaking (acting), singing or dancing role. (For those who are regularly involved in a singing ministry at CLCC, auditions 
are not required to be considered for the “chorus.”) 

Will I automatically be cast just because I have auditioned? 
We may not be able to cast all who audition, but we believe it can still be a very beneficial learning experience that 
shouldn’t be missed! 

What do I need to have prepared in order to audition? 
Depending on the type of role you are interested in, you should prepare a song or reading to perform for the casting 
committee (e.g., in order to be considered for a singing role, you must prepare a song to sing for the committee).  Your 
song or reading should be no longer than one minute in length. Come prepared, words memorized with a copy of the 
music (either sheet music or Tape/ CD accompaniment tracks). For more ideas, read through the Audition Tips below. 

 

Auditioning Tips 

 Keep your song or reading limited to one minute or less.  

 No a cappella singing; bring sheet music or an accompaniment track without vocals. It is important to hear your 
voice and your ability to match pitch. 

 Choose a familiar song you are comfortable with. The audition committee is looking at the overall quality of your 
performance, not just if you can “wow” them with a high note! 

 In most cases an upbeat song is best. Show energy and enthusiasm!  

 Have your reading or song memorized well enough that you are not struggling to come up with the words. 

 Make sure your song is within your vocal range.  

 No costumes, props or choreography. The directors want to see you at your best.  

 Practice your presentation in front of people until you are comfortable enough to perform.  

 Confidence is key! If you don’t consider yourself a great singer, that's okay! Most singing roles in musical theater 
don’t require great singers. Just give the directors a show and win them over!  

 Directors want actors who will look comfortable on stage. Be sure to smile and convey big energy to communicate 
your ability.  


